Tim Carey
The Statier Hilton hotel in Boston strongly resembles those hotels which one mighi
see in 1930' s movies starring Nelson Eddy, complete with huge chandeliers hanging
ine the gallerie :", red velvet lobby. Over last summer ' s July 4, weekend,
the Statier was the home of the ninth annual New England Rally for God ,
Family, and Country, probably the largest annual gathering of the far
right in the nation .
After several phone calls to the rally
planners (an elderly couple living in suburban Dedham, Mass.), I ascertained
that it would be all right for me to take notes and interview during the rally.
I think that the people I met there were/ in many ways, representative of a
group with which the college student has virtually no contact: that of the paranoid far Right.
The rally is sponsored and administrated by the John. Birch Society , although
the officials at the rally vehemently denied this. About one hundred organizations were represented at exhibition booths at the rally, and around twenty of
these were JBS front organizations , with cryptic names like TA CT (Truth
About Civil Turmoil) , TRAIN , and MOTEREDE. The participants in the rally
were universally white and well-dressed. One of the exhibitors was black,
an old preacher whose sole function seemed to be to murmur "Praise Jesus "
when someone dropped money into the collection plate before him.
Seminars were in seemingly constant session, on top ics like "Th e Fraud of
Education, " given by Dr. Stuart Crane of Bob Jones University. The remarkable thing about these lectures was that , given the logical framework within
which they operated (that there is a conspiracy of evil abroad upon the land,
and that it is the mission of all good men to figh t it like Christian soldiers),
they made a certain amount of sense. An absolutist in matters of Church and
State, Dr. Crane was in favor of taxing universities. The college which could
not measure up to the financial burden (most probably because it was not teaching the word of God) , did not deserve to exist. Although they are strict believers in the Bible, a certain strain of social Darwinism does not seem to be present on the Right.
The most interesting part of the day was talking with the exhibitors, most of
whom were political amateurs concerned only with presenting their special
brand of salvation. A group of students from American Christian College in
Tulsa , Oklahoma (one of whom clutched a Bible the entire time, possibly as
a means of defense), spent h alf an hou r try ing to convince me that it had been
scientifically "proven " that rock music liberated a hormone into the blood
stream which could "make you do anything. " The weirdest encounter of the
afternoon was at the booth of the constant vigil of prayer, which prostelyzed
that the Virgin Mary has been appearing for twenty years in Necidah , Wisconson, to a woman named Mary Ann Van Hoof. The Virgin Mary turned out to be,
interestingly enough , anti-Semitic. A day later the book detailing the Virgin ' s
revelations was removed from circulation at the rally, not due to its anti-Semitism , (a prac tice officially condemned but actually tolerated) , but rather
someone had found the passages where the Virgin Mary described Robert Welch ,
founder and patron saint of the John Birch Society , as being soft on communism.
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dent loader Moses Silverman with Presiclont Stridor
tho first Chapel occupation , March , 1969.

by Sally. Chester and Si Nahra (The first of more to come.)
"Con- Con ", the affectionate acronym for the Colby Consti tutional Convention
of 1969 , is either unknown, forgotten , ignored, or repressed by the vast majority of people on this campus. Con- Con, however , is not dead . Sometime during
the second semester of this year, the Convention , perhaps the most unwieldy
creation ever to bloom on Mayflower Hill , is scheduled to reconvene. Therefore,
it is about time to inform the uninformed , and remind the forgetful. This is the
first in a series of articles about the Convention , its history and achievements .
Theclilemmas caused by the Colby Constitutional Convention are perhaps not
to be found in the drama of the Convention itself , but in its aftermath ; that is,
the day to day interpretations of the document. From its inception , in early
1969 , the Constitutional Convention was designed to foster greater communication among all the college cons tituencies . However , it may be said , that lack of
understanding regarding the Convention at its inception and after its completion
has produced division , not rapport. The general spirit of quiet at Colby may
argue against this , but silencerepre sentsnot rapport , but acquiescence which
is a poor cloak for apathy, which in turn hides only division at Colby, not accord.
The intent of Con- Con was "to devise a system for shared responsibility. "
(From an interview with President Stridor Jan. 20 , 1971.) "Responsibility "
though understood by most others , was never clearly defined for students, In
their eyes responsibility carries power with it , and power is the Key word and
issue for many students ; it will provide the basis for students ' rights , freedoms ,
and "responsibilities. " Students feel that power will give them control over
situations . Power cannot be lost in channels or denied at Trustee meetings. For
example , from the beginning, students wanted the ultimate decision over their
social lives . In other campus areas they wanted a share of power , a final vote
in a decision that would normally be settled by the Board of Trustees. But power
is a tricky word , and multi-definable. Perhaps it was only in the students ' minds
and vocabularies , and here may be found the basic disagreement that pervaded
the Chapel Takeover in March of 1969, and remains to color , confuse , and perhaps
dominate issues today. What was divided at the Constitutional Convention was
¦ '
not power, but influence.
Though this series ' emphasis is on the students ' .relationship to Con-Con,
they are not the only group to have opinions about it. Many faculty feared that
if the students were included in tli o system , the faculty would lose influence ,
and be forced to share It with the students. Parents felt that their children were
sent here to acquire a specific education , not to help govern the college. Alumni
generally wanted the best college possible, but pictured ono quito different from
what some students proposed. In addition , constituencies would often split, making any clear-cut demarcation impossible. We have tried however, to view the
issues from all angles and from each constituency ' s point of view.
In studying any revolution or change one naturally looks for the beginning of
dissent. In the case of the Con-Con tho obvious starting poinfr is March , 1909,
with the Nine Demands. "Th e Proposals for a New Colby, " the Nine Demands ,
did not spring suddenly from the minds of the Student Government representatives. Dissatisfaction with Colby, especially in the social area , had been growing,
Student Government provided the framework and the documentation of student
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"Attempts to effect change through appropriate channels proved futile. " (From
a letter to President Strider , Feb. 25, 1969. ) These words were written by
Robert Rudnick, Vice-President of Student Government , and William Antonucci ,
a committee chairman of Student Government ,' in February, before many on
campus knew about the Nine Demands . By March 7, Student Government and
President Robert E. L. Strider had agreed to establish committees with stuents, faculty and administration members to discuss the campus situation.
Student Government President Henry Thompson was negotiating committee pr
' :
procedure with President Strider.
In his letter to Student Government dated March 10, 1969 , Presiden t Strider
¦
made "one general and very important comment... ' .' '
I expect to return to committee for further .
deliberation any decision reached without
adequate discussion, with significant dissent ,
•or with a significantly narrow quorum.
Perhaps President Strider didnot realize how "very important" this statement
was, for it would initiate the most heated debate between Eustis and Student
Government that Colby had seen in some time. Student Government voted to
^
reject Dr. Strider 's condition.
The same evening at a meeting in Robert's
Union about fifteen students , tired of the banter between President Strider
and Student Government, formed the group that would later occupy the Chapel.
With the formation of this "Chapel Group " and its occupancy of Lorimer
Chapel on Tuesday, March 11, campus controversy was brought to a head . Here
was a group of students outside of Student Government who felt that ,
Student Government had no real power within the
framework of the college and that for real change
to come the political structure of the college would
have to be revised. (Echo, May 2, 1969 , p. 6.)
Student disaffection had reached a new high, making communication next .to
impossible; student-faculty relations were strained by the faculty ' s vote of
support for President Strider; and a new set of fourteen demands had been
issued by the Chapel Group. All this, plus President Strider 's disastrous
encounter with students at the Chapel on March 13, when Henry Thompson
resigned, blew all worlds and emotions so out of proportio n that Professor
¦

¦

*
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I was given a copy of the Virgin ' s rather prolific sayings by a girl who snatched
away my notebook to tell me the r eal reason why atomic tests are held in
Neveda — there ' s a plot afoot to ac tivate the San Andreas Fault and sink Califormia. "Af ter all, " she said , "what would we do without California?"
I n deed , there were several instances where the beliefs of the Right came to
the same conclusions as those of the Left , although through totally different
reasoning. For example, one booth urged citizens to grow food organically,
because you never know when they (Communists , Bl acks , Hippies , etc.) might
attempt to poison or disrupt the food supply. Suspicion of the media was omnipresent , just as it is at the more radical Left gatherings. One rather doctrinaire Bircher refused to talk to me until he could first see some old copies
of the Ech o. As I turned to go away he stopped me and said , "Now I suppose
you ' re going to write that you met one so paranoid that he wouldn 't even talk
to you , "and proceeded to give a lucid exp lanation .of his concerns over vihat he
considered to be an irrational , extremist element entering into the Right. Just
as SDS tended to attract fanatics who had never even heard of the Port Huron
statement , so the JBS pulls in embarassingly large numbers of overt racists
and anti-Semites.
The rally was also a setting for rather high-level discussions among the
biggies of the Right. Overheard in the corrider: "Wallace gives us every indication that he ' s ready for the ballot in 1972. " iVbre interesting, however , and
I believe more significant , were the numbers of people who came to the rally
confused about the world crumbling around them , and ready to take any answer
that seemed halfway plausible. One man , a schoolteacher from Nashua , said
that he came to the rally because he was worried by what was going on in education. From the number of pamphlets he had stuffed in his pockets , he seemed to be finding an answer. Speaking with those who seemed open enough to
consider the subject , I asketl people about their thoughts on the New Left , and
I found them , for the most part , remarkably understanding.- While they felt
that the New Left was dangerously misled , they could understand their emotions
of despair and desperation. They too reserved their most special hatred for
moderates , those who pretend to be something they are not.
At the end of the day I went to hear the major speaker , a Jesuit named Father
Fenton , who actually said , "Better dead than Red. " Wi thin the thick walls of
the Statier Hilton his voice echoed among the assembled believers. The walls
of the hotel also effectively screened out the noi se, pollution , and music of
the world outside. I found myself viewing these denizens of the Right as somewhat harmless , deluded cranks living out their fantasies by churning out pamphlets and signing petitions. I even caugh t myself liking them. Whereas the
outside world retained the real evils of the Nixons , GMs , and Daleys.
Two events, however, served to break mv reverie concerning the innocuous-

Bancroft 's "jo ke " in an earlier faculty meeting when he noted on the entrance
of a dog, "Here comes another student, " (not a direct quote) was taken as
an insult by students , and as a new.example of oppression and disrespect.
How the campus moved- from this strained position into the "test committee "
on Proposals 1, 2, 3, is remarkable, considering the division that was growing
between many students and the Student Government. On March 14, Moses
Silverman, representing the Chapel Group, met with Robert Rudnick, new
President of Student Government, and agreed to back the committee trial.
Later, several hundred students meeting in Runnals Union also fell behind Student Government and a try with the committee. In effect students had conceded the President's power to return decisions to the committee.
It is not the purpose of this article to trace the development of the Nine
Demands. Their progress in committee was typically slow, and eventually
sent back by the President because of "significant dissent. " However, these
demands and the Chapel takeover had made it abundantly clear that communication among constituencies at Colby was in sad repair. One could attribute
dissent on campus in part to peer group pressure, or some sort of subversive
free love movement, but regardless of the point of view, lack of communication
always had to be recognized as an underlying element. Thus, when students
and trustees began meeting in April , a reestablishment of communication be came the key topic of discussion. Perhaps much of the sentiment at these meetings could be summed up by the words of Eugene Struckhoff, at that time a
¦
trustee of Colby and the originator of the Con-Con idea:
institutions
together....
Tradition is what keeps
When you come to changes in any part of society,
revolution, the American Revolution, for instance...
you have to have somebody to sit down and say
"How do we, in this evolvement, communicate?"
•
(Echo May 2, 1969 , p. 6.)
Colby was certainly evolving. The problem wa.s how to communicate. This
problem gave birth to the idea of a Colby College Constitutional Convention
in which all the constituencies would be heard , in hope s that Colby c ould
change while maintaining continuity and communication. No longer were the
Nine Demands the central issue. Instead the college was going to study the
process of change through a structural examination.
ness of the radical Right. As I was about to leave the rally, Twas apprehended
by a rather officious man who asked me if I was the college newpaper editor.
He was quite nice about it , but I was being checked upon. The Phoenix reporte r ,
was actively tailed. The next day, however, the concern of the members focused
itself upon a Black television cameraman. Without any conceivable provocation ,
about thirty patriots kicked and pummeled the defenseless man. The potential
for violence was always there underneath the flag lapel-pins and the little yellow hard hats that some participants wore; it was just waiting for a suitable
outlet. The anger of these confused "nice people " was seeking an object , a
symbol of the demons which threaten their security. The cameraman had the
misfortune to be Black, thus constituting a double threat. I had been lulled by
their craziness into the error of not taking them seriously. The only conclusion I could come away with was the profound hope that in the future the radi- >
cal Right will continue to indulge its fan tasies in such relatively harmless activities as pamphleting and uncovering plots. If they ar'e ever moved to action,
their zeal could be bloody indeed.

by Ed Walczak
The United States has more than 3 million miles
of streams , 90, 000 miles of ponds and lakes and a
huge shoreline. Such a .vast aroa can not be monitored by just one branch of the government. The web of
bureaucracy would entangle it into a state of inaction
if it were to assume such a task. Thus , the crux of
the nation ' s water pollution control effort lies on tho
states and thoir citizens. The Federal and State governments must act collectively and cooperatively to
clean up the scum on our waters.
Unfortunately , Federal-State cooperation has severely deteriorated over the last 5 years and water
pollution control has been hampered. It sooms that
the Federal government will not grant any significant
funds to tho states to fight water pollution unless the
proposed plans of tho states is In some way involved
wi th a comprehensive basin construction effort.
But where will tho states find tho money and the timo
to doal with contemporary problems whon the construction of a successfu l basin layout costs between 15
and 25 million dollars and requires about 10 to 15
yoars to complete ? It would appear that the Federal
government has overlooked immediate wasto control
problems in hope of building a brighter , more promising future. Though basin planning schemes will

be needed in years to come, inadequate sewerage
treatment and-a host of other plagues run havoc on
our limited and dwindling supply of clean water.
Those pollutants will not wait for tomorrow, they
need to be dealt with today.
The money donated for basin planning could be
better spent on the construction of treatment facilities. The little money that is set aside for use in
pollution treatment must be used as effectively as
possible as the Federal government sometimes forgets about its financial commitments to states, This
was the case in 1966 when the Federal Water Control
Act authorized 3,4 billion dollars to the states for
construction of municipal waste treatment facilities.
The money novox materialized.
As I said before , tho Federal government depends
on active state participation to figh t water pollution.
Tlie Federal government is overlooking present
waste treatment control In order to concentrate on
thodevolopmontof tho future basins of America, You
''
can and must write to:
William Adams
Director of Environmental Improvement Commission
State House
Augusta , Maine
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by Joyce Bemak
The average' number of homosexuals in any given
segment of society is 4%. I would guess that at Colby
this figure is accurate. After some haphazard calculation, this would mean that 30-40 of the male students
at Colby are gay. Where are these people, you ask?
They are everywhere - your classmates , your friends ,
your professors , the people that wait on you in stores.
When most people think of a homosexual, they conjure
up an image of an effeminate man with rings and bracelets , flashy clothes , and a lisp. This is usually quite
amusing if you are "straight" and don 't know any homo
sexuals. If you do know any gay people, or are one
yo ur self , you know that this is not funny at all. These
"screaming queens " that most people identify with the
word "homosexual" are a very small percentage of
the homosexual population, and not at all representative of the group.
During the past 3 years, many of my closest friends
have been hard core homosexuals. I have seen the
kind of life they are made to lead at Colby, and it is
not a happy life. They are stared at , laughed at, mocked, frowned upon, ignored - some people have even
run away from them - literally. Why do they have to
lead such lives in a community where everyone is
supposed to be fairly intelligent and open minded ?
Because you , the students, are ignorant and uncaring.
I know some students here who will go out on a date
on Saturday night, kiss the girl goodnight at the door
of Dana, and then go back t o his room and make love
to his roommate behind locked door and closed curtains
Does this shock you ? It should, because this is a perverted situation. When a man has to hide his true sexuality behind a Saturday night date , there is something
wrong with the society he lives in. Homosexuality is
not a sign of a sick society. It has been in existence
since man has been on earth . Some of the world ' s
greatest men were homosexuals - Michelangelo, Oscar
Wilde, Tchaikowski , Marcel Proust , etc. Rather, it
is a sign of a sick society when the homosexual cannot make himself a normal part of the society because
the society rejects him as a social deviant.
This is exactly what is happening at Colby . I know
of some homosexuals who have dropped out of school
because the student- body as a group made life so difficult for them. Others have stayed the four years ,
but they are ( and had to be) extremely strong people

to put up with, the attitudes here. Many Colby students
remain "in the closet" while they are here, and as
soon as they graduate , they "come out", that is, openly
admit their homosexuality. Having lived through a year
or two with many of Colby 's "closet cases ", lean
understand why they have not demonstrated their homosexuality to the campus. In more ways than just
this one area , the Colby campus is stifled , ignorant,
and blind to many attitudes of the outside world. One
alumnus who is now a blatant homosexual ( and no
one even^ suspected him- while he was still here)
wrote to a campus 'closet case , "How is everything
on that little repressed hill?" This is how the boy
felt when he was here , and this is how all homosexuals
be they latent or blatant , feel when they are here. The
pressures coming from all sides to be ' a MAN , to go
out on dates , to sleep with women, are too strong for
anyone who is gay to cope with. And it is interesting
to note that some of the biggest "male images" on this
campus, as well as within the American society, are
homosexual. For example, one of the most famous
American actors , whois a public-image MAN , is also
a noted homosexual. A man 's masculinity, or masculine image, has nothing to do with what he does with
his penis.
People always wonder why homosexuality exists,
what goes "wrong" in a person to make.him a homosexual . Even the world's most knowledgeable psychiatrists have not come up with a concrete reason. But
the point is that once a person ' s sexuality has been
determined , it is almost impossible to change it. It
would be difficult ( and ridiculous) to change, a.pvonfirmed homosexual into a heterosexual ', as it would
be to change a heterosexual into a homosexual. I
believe that once a man (or woman) has discovered
his homosexuality, he should accept it and try to do
as much as he can to adapt himself into society within his sexual context. This is where the basic problem
at Colby arises - the homosexuals are afraid to accept
themselves as homosexuals because of the stress on
heterosexuality on this campus. In fact , it seemed
odd that the editors of the Echo did not know of any
homosexuals on campus that they could have asked
to write this article , or if they did they were afraid
to approach these .people, it didn 't surprise me, either ,
when the editors hesitated to let me put my name on
this article - it seems they preferred an anonymous
author.

Find out how much your advice and opinion is worth.
Romembor , we can not tread on the river to the
future if wo sink In the defecation of the present.

thority to plan economic development along the Penobscot. The people seem willing to grant the government the power it needs to curb pollution: only 22%
of the respondents feel that the government has gone
too far in controlling business, while 68% feel that
strong government controls are justified to control
pollution. As a means of forcing Industry to control
pollution , 82% favor Imposing an effluent tax whioh
would tax industry along the Penobscot according to
the amount of pollutants each plant released into the
river.
Someone has to pay for cleaning up tho environment. Questions concerning this vital facet of the
environmental problem turned up some significant
results . When asked who should pay the cost of cleaning up the Penobscot, 48% of those surveyed said that
'government and industry should share the 'cost about
equally, 27% said that the polluters should pay "most"
of the cost , and 16% said that the polluters should
pay the whole cost. And , although 44% of the respondents said that pollution control costs tho taxpayer
too much money, 72% said that everyone should be
willing to make sacrifices In order to oloan up tho
environment,
, Although what people say in n theoretical situation
and what they do when confronted with an actual sit-

by Roy Buck
An article in the October 8 issue of tho Maine
Times titled "Q: Who Cares about Maine ' s Environment? A: The Voters Do" contains some interesting and relevant statistics. The article is based
on a survey conducted by Px'of. James Henderson of
the University of Maine at Orono as part of a comprehensive study of the lower Penobscot River by
the University ' s Environmental Studios Center. Tlie
250 respondents to the survey wore selected at
random from the voter rolls of all towns bordering
tho Penobscot from Old Town to the sea. Tho questions dealt with the problem of pollution in the Penob
scot and with tho more general problem of pollution
and pollution control In Maine.
Of those polled , 59% said thoy feel that the environment Is the most important issue facing tho state
of Maine today . 85% favor strengthening tho powers
of the state Environmental Improvement Commission,
The respondents felt that environmental planning
should bo undertaken at a regional level: 74% of those
surveyed favored creation af a regional body with au-

I think that it' s about.time the homosexuals at Colby
got together and did something about making themselves
known. Of course it would be very difficult at first,
but, like any other oppressed minority group, you
guys have -.got to stick together and educate your
classmates about homosexuality. Tell them that it
isn 't a dirty, fil thy thing, that it isn't an act of perversion , that in fact it can be. a very beautiful experience, to make love with someone of your own sex.
This brings to mind an experience I had 'in Boston
last spring. Three members of Gay Lib were visiting
at an apartment I was staying at, and they asKe'a me
if I would teach them to apply eye makeup. One of
these guys was obviously homosexual, ano the r looked
like any student at Colby, and the third was strikingly
handsome - blue eyes, blond hair, and a full beard.
(I later found out that he was a professor at UMass
and has a wife and some kids.) They were each
wearing something that identified them as homosexuals, a bracelet, earrings , a Gay Lib button. Well,
I showed them how to paint their eyes, and when they
started to leave , I asked them in my typical Colby
College naive manner, "A RE YOU GOING OU TSIDE
LIKE THAT?" They stayed for almost an hour more
after that, and explained some of the things that
Gay Liberation is trying to accomplish. The most
important thing is to make people aware of the situation, make them realize that .a homosexual can
function as normally in a society as anyone else. Of
course walking the streets of Boston with a full beard
and painted eyes might not .be the right way.to do it,
but sometimes shock treatment is as effective as any
other method. These people in Boston have regular
meetings where they discuss methods of making
themselves known to the uneducated , and also voice
complaints and injustices done to them by the "straights"
If nothing else, these people are establishing themselves as a solid group;, and if only because of that,
are-causing outsiders to be aware of their situation.
I realize that I have only covered the topic brieflythere are about a million more things that I could tell
you , but its getting late and I' m tired. I will finish
with a quote from a book callej d The Homosexual and
His Society by Donald Webster Cory and John F.
LeRoy, who can write much better than I can:
... the problem of homosexuality cuts both
ways; as a problem for the inverts , whose
mode ofsexualitycreates personal and social
difficulties , and as a problem for the hostile
heterosexual,- whose irrational prejudices are
usually intimately related to the difficulties
homosexuals have in being accepted by society.
Those of all sexual proclivites will only
get to know each other better when ' there can be
greater contact and communication between
them. This involves extremely difficult obstacles that need to be surmounted by both
groups. For the invert , it means being able
to discard the protective mask behind which he
hides his true interests . It means making many
aspects of his personal life, which he knows are
generally subject to disapproval and scorn ,
open for dispassionate discussion among people
who, have not shared the same experiences. It
means emerging from the comfortable protective shell of remaining with one 's ow/i kind
and forming new contacts and relationships
among the strange, and the feared , and
the hitherto hostile.
For the heterosexual , it means relinquishing
preconceived notions about homosexuals and
making an honest effort to know them as they are.
It means suspending all moral judgm ent of them and
allowing them to express themselves as human
beings. It mean critically examining the real
reasons for one 's hostility against inverts and
one 's failure 'to treat a fellow human with the
usual respect and decency developed by Western civilization.
uation are very often two different things , the results
of this survey seem to indicate rather clearly that
the people who live along the Penobscot ( and presumably In many other locations both in Maine and
elsewhere) want to clean up their environment and
are willing to accept whatever that entails , including
an increase in government regulatory power and
higher taxes. If there is this vast grass-roots support for environmental purity, why is it not being
folt where it has the most impact - in the government
at all levels ? The answer is very simple. Business ,
the main perpetrator of tho rape of the environment
is woll organized to put pressure on legislators and
government officials and to drum up support for
their polluters. No comparable organization exists
to channel support for restoring and proservihg 'tho
purity of the environment. However , the results of
this survey indicate that, with a relative minimum
of effort , a dedicated group of people could tap a
potent source of support for the preservation of the
environment , capable of influencing those who make
tho decisions concerning environmental policy - the
voters themselves, who after all elect the policymakers. But , someone, somewhere, h as to wa k o
up from complacency and got started. Colby actl^
vist s , whore are you ?

Discussing homosexuality intelligently is difficult
without having had close contact with gay people, but
the article on the homosexual at Colby deserves some
sort of comment.
We began hearing abo ut the beauty of love between
two people when we were still very young. As we got
older , we began to feel concrete glimmerings of love,
toward our parents , toward some friends. We soon
were old enough to realize the possibility of expressing
that love through smiles and hugs and gentle touches.
But by the time we were old enough to experiment with
affectionate gestures, we had been thoroughly conditioned into the normal-natural-moral pattern of demonstrating affection only for the opposite sex. People
who did otherwise, we were told, talked with a lisp and
acted like girls (or, if female, were muscular and aggressive and unnattractive) . They would try to touch
us if they got the chance. They didn 't love. They were
queer. We should despise them and ridicule them.
So we did.
The sickness of homosexuality lies in the repressive measures which law and society follow in trying
to "cure " it. Sexual health or sickness is not monopolized by either "straight" or "gay " people. And
psychological illness in members of either sexu ality
(or combination thereof) is not going to be eradicated
by laws or lectures or ostracism. You don't stop water from boiling by covering it; you don 't stop homosexuality by forcing it into the closet. And for some
reason , the presence of love in homosexual relationships is largely ignored by the outside world. Yet
there may be as much stimulus for the gay person to
love his or her companion as deeply as a man and a
woman love.
Legislating, either legally or ethically, on who one
can and can 't love, who one can and can't touch affectionately, is to our minds ah unjustified act of violence
against everybody. We hope that the future will see
the removal of the attitudes , at least the laws , which
have manifested this violence.

The approaching rebirth of the Colby College Con- •
stitutional Convention is an event which should be taken
with the greatest seriousness by all segments of the
college community. In the next several weeks the
series on the origins and effects of Con-Con , as well
as articles concerning specific aspects of the system
of government at Colby (such as the student evaluation
committees or the Ombudsman); will be presented.
Even though Con-Con is not scheduled to reconvene
until the Spring, now is the time for students , faculty,
and administrator's to conduct their own assessments as
to the successes and shortcomings of tlie Con-Con
system of governanc e by committees. Literally all
of tho college officials we have talked with agree that
some revision and simplification Is needed , the question being in what direction we shall move. With tlie
help of the Con-Con series, wo will be able to recognize the failures of Con- Con I and hopefully avoid their
reoccurrence.
Tho Executive Committee of tho CRB is the body
charged with setting up the procedures for Con-Con II.
Wo hope that they will sot about their task as soon as
possible. However, tho smoothest -running procedures
in the world will not pnr-vent a fiasco if the students do
not gain interest In and prepare for Con-Con II. We
migh t have a chance to gain something if we do , and
everything to lose if we don 't.

We like Mr. Dooley's definition of a
good newspaper: It comforts the afflic ted, afflicts the comfortable. When
the comfortable are afflicted , their comfortable assumptio ns questioned , they
scream. The louder they scream, the
better the press is doing its job.
The New Republic
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Letters
Dear Editor:
How are you? I am fine. I hope you are
having fun at Colby. I am.
It is getting cold here isn 't it? I don 't like
the cold weather . Do you? I will like the snow
better , because it is pretty. Then it'will be spring
and it will get warm again.
I have a lot of new friends here. They are
very nice and they like me too. Do you have any
new friends? I hope you do because I would be
sad if you were lonely.
My teachers are nice and I like them. Do
y ou like y our teac h ers.
I have to go now. Goodbye.
Love ,
MM
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Our cover this week is a photographic rendering of Dr. Donaldson Koons , noted enviromental
e xpert and chairman of the Geology Dept. His article defending
a return to 120 credit hours appears on page 5.
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by Donaldson Koons BflMi
It is difficult to discuss the various aspects of credi t requirements in a short
note, and the issues have been clouded by so many irrelevancies , that I must
generalize a bit. First, remember- that a liberal arts college is only one way
of getting "an education; " it is certainly not the only way, and not necessarily
the best way. We all know examples of educated people who never attended
college, and examples of the opposite.
Nevertheless , a liberal arts college is one route followed by many. The purpose of such a college can perh^a s be stated briefly as: to teach a person to
know a good idea when he sees one, and, in infrequent cases , have a few good
ideas of his own. I say "infrequent" because good original ideas are rare,
but we hope for them.
If there were a single college, or three, or eight, attended by a few hundred
students , as historically in Europe , it would be relatively easy to decide what
programs of study were appropriate in each case, to determine when a student
had mas t er ed a body of knowled ge, developed critical faculties, and was competent to pursue further his own development. When there are hundreds of colleges, with millions of students , evaluation necessarily becomes complex and
formalized.

The chartering of colleges, by the various states creates a further problem,
as does the student mobility between American colleges. Under 'these circumstances, some method of measurement and exchange becomes necessary. We
can liken the situation to development of monetary systems and methods of exchange between systems. The units used have no absolute value—they represent, imperfectly, something else. So it is with college credits: they represent
imperfectly, something else. No one would argue that the value of a particular
program to a particular individual was adequately described by "Interplanetary
Politics - 3 hrs ." or "Graphology and Water-Witching, - 1 semester course, "
or "Great thinkers of the Western World - 4 Years ". Nevertheless, recognizing
all of the inherent weaknesses, an inquirer is able to make an informed estimate of the nature and extent of the program followed.
Over a long period of . t ime , an agreed-upon system has evolved in American
colleges; it consists of such units as year courses, semester courses , h alf
courses, 'credit hours, quarter hours, comprehensive examinations, and the
like, so calculated as to have about the same significance at many institutions .
The result is that we may recognize that one who has received an AB from a
typical college can be expected to have mastered to some degree a certain
body of knowledge, and to have been exposed to certain ideas and opportunities.
We of course recognize that some individuals have derived immensely more
from an AB than others, and that some ins titutions provide more opportuni ties
than others. Nevertheless , our judgements are probably correct within an ordei
of magnitude, which is not bad. What we identify has become, for the average
person , a 4-year program requiring a certain amount of time, expressed as:
20 year courses , 40 semester courses , 36 co ur ses , 32 courses , 128 credit
hours , 120 credit hours , or some equivalent.
When the College abandone d the traditional requirement and adopted one
which permitted graduation with the equivalent of 7 instead of the previous 8
"average, " or "typical" semesters, it was with the hope that most students
would choose to exceed the requirement. In fac t, and predicatably, this has
proved wrong. In the Class of 1971, 66% had no more than the minimum, or
one course beyond; 45% had the minimum or only one hour beyond. For the
Cl as s of 1970 , 87% had no more than the minimum, or one course beyond; and
64% had no more than the minimum or one hour beyond. A few students, as
always, exceed the requirements by a large amount, but for the majority,
Colby 's AB has become a 3 1/2 year degree for the average person with the
average program. No comparable college has such ' Low requirements — the
Colby student is paying for one degree, and accepting another that has been
devalued by 12 1/2% . The possibility that students may be involved in "life exexperiences " or other non-academic activities is not really germane; such
experiences can be realized outside of the framework of the college - often
more fully; they are not central to the purpose of the college. Remember that
we are talking about a particular thing— a Bachelor of Arts degree granted by
a liberal arts college. This does not say that other educati onal programs or
methods at other types of institutions are less valuable- only that they are
different. Quite probably a significant proportion of students now following
programs leading to the AB should be in other programs; whether or not such
programs should be developed at Colby is another question.
I. Concerning acceleration:
Student Government believes that the Standing Committee should evaluate the
regulations governing early graduation and impose more stringent enforcement
of the current residency requirement. We also believe that students should
be advised in their freshman year that Colby is a four year institution and
that schedules and plans should be arranged in accordance with this policy.
Until the faculty deliberately stipulates otherwise, acceleration should only
be permitted in the most extraordinary circumstances.

con: 120

by Charles Hogan
The Educational Policy Committee has six proposals before it concerning recommendations for academic change. These proposals run the spectrum from
a straight return to 120 credit hours to maintenance of the 105 credit hour system and a more stringent enforcement of the existing acceleration regulations.
Student Government is fee sponsor of the latter proposal (outlined in toto below)
and we believe that in the long and short runs immediate adoption of our proposal will best serve the Interests of the students and the college as a whole.
It has been apparent for practically a year that ono unexpected shortcoming
with the 105 credit hour system is the relative ease with which an ambitious
student can graduate In less than four years. Obviously, however , there has
not been an overwhelming rush of students for the 3 or 3 1/2 year degree and
we have advanced some proposals below to Insure that this remains the case;
unless the college deliberately decides to mandate the acceptability of acceleration for tlio majority of the students . We believe that to change the ontiro acaof the
demic system to resolve a relatively minor problem is ^circumspective
problem, unnecessary, and educationally unjustifiable.
For two years Student Government has sought changes in the requirement
system andcurrlculum .whlch we believe will enhance the variation , flexibility,
and creativity of our educational structure e. g. pass/fail , increased independent study , and concentrated studies.
'
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With the adoption of the following resolutions the problem ol acceleration
can be solved , n commitment to the determination of our education philosophy
will bo attained , and ultimately progressive academic changes will be best
facilitated because we will have a context from which now idons for change can
logicall y spring. Student Government hopes that tho Educational Policy Committee can resolve this issue with speed so that tho committee can begin to
examine the broader issues of our educational philosophy and to begin to suggest
some broad-based revisions to insure Colby 's progresslvity and academic
status.
The following resolutions wore approved in principle by Student Government
on October 11, 1.971. The student representative s to EPC were directod'to prosent those resolutions to the subcommittee.

II. Concerning the 105 credit hour requirement:
A. Student Governmen t believes that a comprehensive study of Colby 's
educational philosophy and academic objectives should be made the
top priority of the Educational Policy Committee.
B. Studen t Government further believes that the college should continue
with our present requirement system until such a statement of philosophy is prepared.
These resolutions capsullze Student Government' s stand of last spring In
which the faculty was also in agreement. We recognize that the current situation as regards acceleration poses some problems and we therefore suggest
that the Standing Committee curb its laxity in granting exceptions to the .residency requirement. The advising system can be used more extensively to
convey to the students what Colby represents and that clearly acceleration Is
not an option available in tlie usual ac ademic program of the student. Acceleration , as documented by the Registrar , does concern only a small minority
of Colby 's student body and in this light we cannot see justification for modification of our entire requirement and curricular frameworks simply to accomodate this minority.
Student Government, however , does not seek an end to academic revision.
For at least a year we havo been on record in support of the principles of
Pass/Fail , Increased independent study , and increased provisions for concentrated study, especially on the upper class level. Nevertheless, we believe that
a study of our educational philosophy and objectives is absolutely essential at
this time before wo embark on consideration of yet another proposal. For several years now there has been a proliferation of arguments and proposals adanced on various aspects of our curriculum and requirements each claiming to
be congruent with the Colby education and supposedly enhancing our academic
objectives. Yet, no where is there a clear defi nition of what we represent and
intend to do educationally and we are in fact operating in a void. This lack of
philosophical foundation or context has led to a groat deal of frustration and
certainly stagnation and inactionln getting at the roots of our problems and taking
now directions.
Do we accept the validity of experiential learning: Do we believe In grading
systems other than the conventional A , B, C, D, F? Is a duration of less than
four years at college acceptable to what our degree claims to represent ? ' These
and many other questions of principle must be answered before we can reason ably nnd professionally consider major changes that will Influence Colby In the
long range. Student Government does not discount that change is needed , or at
least desired , and we havo plans of our own that wo believe are innovative and
educationally significant. Yet , we cannot , nor do wo believe that EPC should ,
advance another plan for academic revision before a definition of educational
purpose is clearly defined for Colby.
Student Government believes that moro substantive , better reasoned, and
certainly bettor unders tood academic changes can be realized in the long run
-J
with adoption of these resolutions.
.

THE TENURE ITG H
Part II
by Peggy Horrigan and Patience Stoddard
In our previous article dealing with the policy of
tenure, we came to the conclusion that, although the
policy appears necessary for the time being, immediate improvements can be made in the area of student
evaluation. The Constitutional Convention made pro.vision for all students to have a voice in matters_ of
curriculum and professor evaluation:
E ach depa rt ment of the college sh all , within the
current academic year (1969-70), and in open discussion with the undergraduate majors of that department
establish a procedure which shall allow for student
participation in the planning of the departmental curriculum and major program or programs...
The undergraduate majors of each department shall
elect annually a representative student committee for
each major program offered by the department
... to present to and discuss with the Chairman of the department student reaction to individual
faculty performance; this presentation to be considered by the Chairman with any faculty opinion in making
his recommendations for retention, non-retention or
promotion of non-tenured members of the department
and promotion of tenured members. In making his
recommendations the Chairman... shall include a
summary of the point of view presented by the student
committee, together with any formal reply that has
been made; and the Chairman shall , as soon as possible and in a manner consistent with the requirements
of confidentiality, report to the student committee on 4
the results of the recommendations made. / J f t p & J T^

In order to determine the extent to which this provision is being carried out, we interviewed most of
the department chairmen. From our interviews we
noted the emergence of two or three basic trends regarding approaches to student participation in departmental planning. Acknowledging that many departments
follow similar procedures , we will cite specific departments merely as examples.
Both English and Modern Languages , being rather
large departments, tend to have a more formalized
system. Students are elected from among the majors
to compose a committee which attends department
meetings and is free to meet with the department
chairman to discuss student feeling on any issue. The
English department has drawn up an evaluation questionnaire which is given to students in each English course«.t
the end of a semester. A student evaluation committee
then reviews them and meets with the department
chairman to discuss the comments and/or criticisms.

NEW FACULTY:
Dr.Mary Marshall
by Martha Bernard and Libby Corydon
Dr. Mary II. Marshall , a former professor of English at Colby, Is back for the firs t semester as a visiting professor . Sho retired this past spring from
Syracuse University where sho was Professor of English since 1948 and hold the Jesse T. Peck professorship of English Literature since 1952. Sho formerly
taught at Rockford College in Rockford , Illinois ,
Montana State College , Bozoman Montana , an d m ost
extensively at Colby- College. Sho Is presently giving
the course on Shakespeare.
Miss Marshall earned her A. B. at Vassar in 1924
and her Ph. D. at Ynlo in 1932. Her specialties Include

As a final step, professors receive the questionnaires
to read over at ,their leisure to assist in their planning
of the next semester 's courses. The Modern Language
Department .follows a somewhat similar procedure,
with the exception that the students who attend the
departmental meetings likewise compose the evaluation committee.. Professors -are then called in by
Professor Bundy, at his discretion, for discussion
of the summaries.
Many department chairmen feel that a formal procedure such as this is unnecessary and prefer to elicit student opinion in a more informal manner. This
is particularly true of smaller departments such as
Geology, Russian, and Classics. Since the number
of majors within each of these departments is small
the professors are frequently in close contact with
them, and students have sufficient opportunities to
share their views.
A third approach tries for an integration of this
more personal approach with the formal committee
apparatus. This would be ideal if communication
were free and open between faculty and students, and
if the students accepted the responsibility to attend
meetings and to make themselves available to other
students who wished to offer comments or criticisms.
For some departments , this has been the case, but
for others , such as music and chemistry ,-, students
hav e 'shown little.or no initiative. Several reasons
may be supposed - the predominant one being the
typical apathy and laziness which seems to pervade
the Colby campus. There 's also the feeling of impotence acquired from years of involuntary acceptance
of decisions arrived at behind locked doors of faculty
meetings and in the smoky atmosphere of teacher ' s
.lounges. Finally, as many department-heads were
eager to point out, perhaps their majors are satisfied with the department - the professors, the courses ,
the requirements, the textbooks , etc. , etc ,... ( and
many times this is indeed the case) .
And what about the non-majors ? Since no student
can pass th r ou gh Colby i mm er sed solely in his major
departmen t, consideration of nonmajors , as well,
ought to be a prime concern of every department.
If the majority of majors in their specialized upperclass courses are satisfied with their courses and
p r ofes sor s, both the department and the students
seem to feel that their job is done. When asked what
was done about evaluating freshman and sophomore
courses , several departments appeared to have given them little or no consideration. One such case is
the basic inoi'ganic chemistry course which is required of both biology and chemistry majors. It is
known as a difficult course, and many students (i.e.
biology majors ) must struggle to get through . When
asked if this course was evaluated , Dr. Reid replied
that yes, he sent a letter requesting a written evaluation to those students who indicated tha t they would
be chemistry majors. Why just those students ? It
stands to reason that most students who still feel
Shakespeare and Elizabethan drama , Spencer , and
Medieval and Renaissance drama. She loves teaching,
especially at the college level , and is very pleas e to
be back at Colby. The campus itself impresses her,
She said that she noticed with the greatest pleasure
and relief the beauty of the campus , and that people
who are accustomed to it don 't seem to realize how
pleasing to the spirit this beauty ia. Though the college
had already moved to Mayflower Hill when she taught
here before , the campus was almost entirely barren
fields then.
As a young teacher , Miss Marshall taught one of
the present members of the English department , Mrs.
Comparetti , at Rockford College in Illinois. As a
sophomore , according to Miss Marshall , Mrs. Com paretti was "a very brigh t , interesting and indepen- .
dent student" . The two women have re gained good
friends , as have many other Colby faculty members
with whom Miss Marshall taught before. She is very
Impressed with the English department , calling it a
"lively , young department", as Indeed , she seems
Impressed with the college as a whole. The catalogu e
she described as "most intelligent , humanly sensitive ",
indicative of the "general amenity " of the'small college
atmosphere.
In conjunction with her teaching, Miss Marshall has
published articles and reviews in various journals on
Medieval , Elizabethan and modern drama, Traveling
too has come to play a part In her professional as
well as private life. Already an experienced traveler ,
wi th trips to England , continental Europe and Greece ,
she is now planning another to Provencal Franco and
a Gothic -Romanesque tour. Many of her travels havo
boon opportunitos for her to increase hor knowledge
In still another fioid , that of hor hobby archaeology '
Now thnt sho has retired , Miss Marshall says that
sho plans to commit herself only to things that she
wants to do and places yho wants to soo. Fortunately
for Colby students , ono of these things was to return
for this first semester of 1971-72.

Dr.James Armstrong

by Martha Bernard and Libby Corydon
"Life is what happens whon you ' re making other

they can major in chemistry would not have a difficult time with the course. It is precisely those students who are having severe difficulty, whom the
course is apparently failing to reach. Shouldn 't they,
too, have an opportunity to make their views known ?
Thi s, of course, is not an isolated case but is indicative of the general disregard for nonmajors which
seems to imply that students are not qualified to com
ment upon the effectiveness of their courses outside
their major area. Overs tressing "your major " conflicts with the whole philosophy behind a liberal arts
educa t ion , which is to encourage a person to explore
a wide variety of topics in order to develop as 'many
of his potentialities as possible. .
All this attention to the.formal solicitation of student opinion would be relatively unnecessary if com munication between faculty and students was free and
open. But this is more difficult than most professors
seem to realize. There seem to be some underlying
misunderstandings on the part of tlie faculty and the
students which contribute to their failure to work
actively to bridge this gap. Most professors we talked to seemed to feel that most students would feel
free to come to them to discuss any aspects of the
course or their teaching method, and to air their
disappointments. But this is a difficult thing for many
students to do. It most often happens that those professors with whom one is able to be honest are also
those whose classes one finds the most stimulating.
It is hard to tell anyone that you are dissatisfied
with their class , and it is equally bard for a professor to go to a colleague (maybe a close friend) with
seemingly negative observations. Being tactful and
trying not to undermine a professor 's confidence
often prevents one from being wholly honest, un the ,
other hand , we noticed a sincere desire on the par t
of most professors to have their students confront
them honestly and to attempt to remedy problems
which students may feel exist between their professors and them.
Although our overall impression was positive, one
must keep in mind the fact that the personality and
attitudes of the department chairman remains the
over-riding factor in any major department decisions .
In the case of those departments where the chairman
exerts autonomous control or where the department
is divided by personality clashes , student influence
will continue to be minimal at best.
Nevertheless , students may exercise an important voice in matters of departmental concern , provided they are willing to accept their responsibilites
Con- Con has provided them with a framework ; it is
now up to the s tudents to take advantage of the opportunity it affords . If they neglect to, departments
will be justified in assuming that students wish to
have their academic futures totally planned for them,
and further student dissatisfaction may be rightfully
ignored.
It's our move...
plans " is a philosophy pinned on the bulletin board of
Dr. James Armstrong, a new professor in the music
department. He came to Colby from Connecticut Col lege, where he had been Director of Choral Activites
since 1963. Prior to this, he was university organist
and instructo r of music at Cornell University .
Mr. Armstrong is a native of Maine , having grown
up in Wilton. Music ran in his family , as his grandfather was an organist and his mother a pianist. His
music career began at the age of four with the piano ,
and has now expanded to the harpsicord and organ.
The Armstrong family spent last year in Italy,
mostly In Rome. There, Mr. Armstrong did intensive
study at the Vatican Library, researching 17th century
church music. He also explored the history of the Vincent! family of Venice , who were important to the
Counter Reformation. He is going to spend the cold
winter nights looking at microfilm gathered from his
experiences and writing an article on them.
When asked about tlie preparation high school students reveive for college he replied , "Perhaps it' s
because of Wheaties and Cheerios that .. high school
kids are better prepared these days. However , in high
school , music is sometimes given a back seat, where
as in college, it is equalized. "
On the college, Dr. Armstrong remarked that more
students than he 'd expected have enrolled in music
history and theory, especially early music. (He teaches
Medeival and Renaissance music history) He finds the
music department very "opon-minded and sympathetic. ''
According to him , this is an exciting time to bo in that
department because of tlio new plans and projects for
tho new addition to the Bixler building including the
plans for a much-needed music library, In general ,
"there is a groat personal contact between sudents
and faculty of different areas. It' s not like at a large
university whore one might only see music majors .
and faculty all day long. " Dr. Armstrong did his
graduate and undergraduate work at Harvard , receiving
his doctorate in 1969.
In the near future , Mr. Armstrong will be giving
a recital at tho organ his grandmother brough t him
to see dedicated in 1950. Needless to say, he ' s very
enthusiastic about the chapel organ and about Colby .

China:
Revisite d
by Dick Kaynor
The Bixler/ Dana program, held on Thursday,
Oc t obe r 14, was privileged to have a rath-r newsworthy Waterville native and Colby alumnus as its
speaker this year. John Roderick is a veteran
China -vatcher for the Associated Press and was
one of the few foreign newsmen allowed to accomp any the U. S. Table Tenni s team on its tour of the
People ' s Republic of China (PRC) . His talk ,
"China Revisited" opened with a conf.ise summary of China 's opening by Western exploitation
and went on to review the civil war be.Veen Chiang
Kaishek's Kuomintang (KMT) and the Chinese Communist Party (CC P) led by Chairman Mao Tsetung.
Roderick's rendering of the revolutionary period
revealed a solid respect for the effici.- ney, egalitarianism and determination exhibited by the
Communists. On the other hand , his comments
about the Generalissimo were somewhat less flattering. In one anecdote he recounted how a correspondent for LIFE magazine was assigned to
cover Chiang 's triumphant march at the end of
Workd War II from the wartime capital at Chungking to Nanking. The return , which in fact w>.s
made in luxurious style in one of Chiang ' s private
airplanes , was to be photographed and written up,
the assignment directed , with Chiang and his victorious army trudging steadfastly along the roa:' to
Nanking. And , LIFEwent on to say, it would be
good for the photographs to show a lot of dust being
raised. The correspondent , after getting properly
drunk .wired the home office to say they didn 't
want him; they wanted Cecil B. DeMille.
In contrast with the luxury of the KMT , Roderick described the CCP cave ..-.apital at Yenan ,
where he met and spoke with many of the men who

have become leading igures in the PRC' s short
history. In February of 1947, with the KT-TT
poised to attack Yenan, Roderick spoke with Mao
Tsetung for the last time. As the Chairman was
preparing to board a plane for Peking, Roderick
asked him if he thought the Red Army would survive the K'*T onslaught. Mao 's response was an
invitation to join him in Peking in three years.
After concluding his remarks about the civil war ,
Roderick went on to trace the developments of the
PRC in the following twenty years , with particular
emphasis on Mao 's role within the ruling process.
Roderick implied that the first ten years of the
PRC's official existence were largely guided by
Mao 's,personal leadership. Howe ver , with the
disaster of the ambitious Great Leap Forward in
1959 , the pro-Soviet elements led by Liu Shao-chi
were able to ease Mao away from state control ,
leaving him as party chairman , a position which
during the next few years did not carry a great
deal of power. Mao, however , was far . from impotent. With the Soviet Union 's rejection of Khrushchev in 1964, the hold of the "Chinese Khrushchevs "
on state power became less firm , and Man saw his
chance to cleanse the ruling hierarchy. Defense
Mini ster Lin Piao and Map's wife, Chiang Ch'ing ,
oversaw the development of the Cultural Revolution
within the People 's Liberation Army (PLA), and
by Ju n e . of 1966 Mao was prepared for the full scale
assault on the anti- Party, counterrevolutionary ,
revisionist, and bourgeois- capitalist elements
in China. On the first day of that month , Mao
employed the national radio and press to publicize the big-character wall-posters which had
begun appearing in May at Peking University.
These posters set the precedent of reviewing,
questioning and attacking tlie performances of men
in high positions (make that "all positions ") in the
light of their revolutionary commitment,
As Roderick described it , the foil..wing three
years of internal chaos were brought to an end when
the army, concerned with the stability which it
needed to nodernize in , decided to intervene in the
activities of the Red Guards. Ev entually gaining '
a controlling, percentage in the membership of the
ruling hierarchy, the PLA enlisted the services of
Chou En-Lai, a long-time moderate for the pur pose of pa tching things up. (The reason for Chou ' s
immunity and resiliency throughout all of the CCP' s
major crises , Roderick offered , was that Chou 's
sole ambition has always been to be number three. )
Roderick believes that it has been the consolidation
of power by the moderates which has opened com inunication between China and the U.S.
How all of this relates to the recent speculation
about a political struggle within the leadership of the
PRC was covered briefly., although Roderick emphasized that his analysis was only a guess, and
could be disproven at any moment by a sudden news
break . The apparent downgrading of Chen Po-ta
one of the leading radicals in the Central Committee
Politburo, plus the absence of Lin Piao, seem to
indicate that apower play by the "moderates" has
succeeded In st ripping Mao of much of his power ,
and reduced him to the position of "fi.vst among
equals " instead of unquestioned leader. If Lin is
either dead or ill , then the alleged power struggle

could have been a result, rather than a cause of
¦
Lin 's disappearance.
'¦';.
Although Roderick implied that Mao is being
downgraded in spite of his own wi.-hes , , there
are other interpretations which would assert that he
purposely relinquished po^ver once the needs of the
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution had been
fullfilled. Indeed., in an interview with Edgar Snow
in LIFE magazine last year, Mao spoke of the need
for a reduction in the hero-worshipping going on.
Snow 's conclusion, which arose from personal
contact with the CCP leadership, was that although
Chou En-lai wv- Jd be doing th talking as he will be
wi th Nixon, Mao would be doing the planning and
deciding . Sr.ow described the relationship between
Mao and Chou as a symbiotic one which increased the
effectiveness of both. Further , it was within the
army that the Cultural Revolution began, and it was
the army which was called upon to employ its high
degree of political awareness in putting the finishing
touches on the Cultural Revolution. Thus it would
seem unlikely that the Party should feel itself to be
working at odds to as great as extent as Roderick implied .
Speaking on the devel oping contacts between the
U. S. and the PRC, Roderick felt that four major
goals outweighed the possibly deleterious domestic
effec ts in determining the PRC's receptivity. These
are: the need for industrial growth and military
modernization; the recovery of Taiwan Province ("a
nagging sore wich makes normal relations with the
U.S. impossible"); the U. N. seat; and the halting
of Japanese re-armament (which Roderick sees as
an unwarranted worry). The Chinese positions
on Vietnam and the U. S: presence in Asia remain
unc hanged, but the Chinese Communists have always been open to advantageous compromise. If
the negotiations between Chou <and Nixon fail to assist China in accomplishing any of her four major
goals, Roderick suspects that Chen Po-ta and Chiang
Ch'ing will be able to regain control and PRC will
once again pursue a radical-revolutionary course.
It is the question of survival which determined who
leads in Red China, If moderacy will improve
China 's position between the superpo wers of Bursas ia and America, then Cuna will be led by moderates. If moderacy fails , them revolution will be
the dominant impulse. As Roderick said in his
closing comment , "Richard Nixon is searching for
peace; tlie Chinese are struggling to survive .. "
This may or may not be entirely accurate , especially
in li i-ht of China ' s rapid technological, industrial ,
and agricultural advances since the CulturalRevolution, but in any case there is a sentiment
for communication and rapprochment which seems
to be growing on both si \~.s. The China which Roderick constructed may have been puritanical ,
sterile, anti-individual , and so forth , but it was
nevertheless fascinatingly beautiful. Regardless
of idsologies , China and the United States have a
great deal to share with each other. The growing
possibilities of rapproch ement and communication
deserve all the support and sincerity possible .
John Roderick and the Table Tennis were welcomed
by Chou En-lai as " opening the door ". It is now
up to the people of both countries to start using the
door.

yet passionate feelings for Yoko and his unrestrained attack on Paul McCartney .
This is just another albu m, but at the same time
it is totally John Lennon 's trip. Lennon , other than
an Impromptu appearance with the Mothers at. the
Fillmore East this pats t summer , has stopped playing
concerts or any public musical appearances, He has
made an occasional appearance on television (Dick
Cayett) and a few on radio (WPLJ-FM), but his primary means of communication to the masses is via
records. So on "Imagine " we find volume two of John
Lennon 's outpourings . Lennon ' s recent works are
results of analysis that has prompted him to vent
ALL his frustration , pain, love and oven hatred.
I found that his first solo album struck me very
deeply. There were several indictments of society,
but mostly it was John Lennon letting go of his restraints. Many people did not want to hear his searing screams on "Well , Well , Well" or his frank observations and comments that hit much too close to
homo on "I Found Out" and particularly on "Working
Class Herb. "
The screams and howls are not present this time
around , but the intent is still tho same. Lennon refuses to compromise himself or his music and this
is what may have prompted the attack on his former
composing partner , Paul McCartney .
"Those freaks was righ t when thoy said you was
dead , the ono mistake you made was in your head. .
you live with straights who toll you you was king,
jump when your momma tells you anything.., tho only
thing you dono was yesterday and since you 've gone
you 're just another day. , a pretty face may last a
yoar or two, but pretty soon they 'll soo what you can
do, the sound you mako is MUZAK to my ears , you
must havo learned something in all those years .... "
-—from "How Do You Sloop. "

But probably the hardest blow he strikes at Paul
is the accompanying glossy photo of himself decked
out in a very similar outfit to Paul's on the cover of
his latest lp "Ram " — only Lennon 's photo is taken
with a pig.
Many people have listened to this attack in disbelief
or are at least dismayed that this is the same person
who writes and sings — "Imagine all the people living
in peace... Imagine all the people sharing the world
... I hope someday you 'll Join us and the world will
be as one... " and "I didn 't mean to hurt you
I' m sorry that I made you cry
I didn 't want to hurt you *
I' m just a jealous guy. "
It also becomes quite clear , as on his eax'lier lp,
that John ' s feelings for Yoko are quite apart from any
others he harbors . ('Oh Yoko, my lovo will turn you
oiio ") His digs at Paul are applied - to nil that surrounds
him in "Gimme some truth, " "Crippled Inside, " and
the title cut , "Imagine. "
There are more layers of music on this lp than
John ' s last , partly due to the abundance of musicians
who aided in its production—Nick y Hopkins , Alnn
White, Klaus Voorman , Jim Keltner , Mike Plndor ,
Georgo Harrison and the late King Curtis , jus t to
name a few. But ^
Lonnon has developed (some would
say regressed) as a song writer without compromising
his feelings .
;
I can 't help but feel, that John Lennon is not asking
you to llko his now album , but is saying - ,r This is how
I think and fool , so here ' s my contribution to things
—now whore 's yours? "
A certain angolio folk singer from Canada onco
wrote, "Songs are llke-tatoos. " If this be true , then
John Lennon is certainly woll-scarred,
^
"Imagine " SW 3379 , by John Lonnon and {:ho Flux
Fiddlers on Apple Records,

IMAGINE
T. LENNON
by Jeff Paul
If you buy "Imagine " without listening to It first,
then you aro leaving yourself wide opon- exactly
what Joh n Lennon has done on his latest album on
A pple Records.
After listening to tho lp many times , I sensed
several things. First, there is much of the same
painful projection of his first solo album evident on
"Imagine. " It is also quite obvious that tho Walrus
is quite fed up with the world around him, And then
there 's the almost unbelievable paradox of his gentle
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Package deals start at $40
.30%* off on golf equipment
Quality Brands for less
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Harold Joseph- '44

"Buy where your coaches buy "
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There is no substitute for quality
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(formerly Tony ' s Pi zza )

October 23 - 8:30 a.m. -5 :15 p.m. - Graduate Record Exams - Lovejoy Aud.
Oct. 24-7:30 p.m. - Aunday Cinema - The
Raven - Lovejoy Auditorium
Oct 25 -6:30 p.m. - Student Government
meeting - Roberts Union
7:00 p.m. - Rehearsal - Orchestra - Bixler
Center
Oct. 26 - 6:30 p.m. - Informal session (3rd
of 4) on Basic computer language 4th floor Keyes
Oct. 27 - 6:30 p.m. - Rehearsal - Band - Bixler Center
7:00 p.m. - General Meeting - Outing Club
Keyes 105
7:30 p.m. - Meeting-Pre-Med Society • Smith Lounge
Deadline for applications for the
encounter groups is October 29th.
Spaces are Still open in the freshmen , junior and senior groups.
'
°
Apply to Prof. Zohner , Lovejoy
400 or leave a message at ext. 258.

Oct. 28 - 6:30 p.m. - Committee Meeting Environmental Council - LSI02
6:30 p.m. - Informal Session (last of 4)
Basic computer language - 4th
v
c^
7:30^1.- Meeting - Phi Sigm a Iota - ' '
Smith Room, Roberts Union
g :00 p.m. - Lecture - Doris Reams 9Colby'64), assistant professor of government,
Harvard - "The Disintegration of
Authority " - Prof. Friedlich, presiding
Lovej oy 215
Oct. 29 - Freshman Parents' Weekend
7:30 p.m. - Film Direction - Ecstasy
(Machaty), starring Hedy Lamarr Lovej oy Auditorium
8:15 P.M. - MUSICAL SALUTE TO
PARENTS (Glee Club and Band)
Wadsworth Gym
9:15 p.m. - Reception for Parents - Bixler
Center.
Revised schedules will be distributed
next week. Please read the instructions that
will accompany them, check your schedules
carefully, and report any discrepancies to< ;
the Registrar's office.

213 Main St.
(Next to Dunkin ' Donuts)
)m
ViF

New additions to the menu :
Lasagna
Spaghetti

Lebanese cabbage rolls
Imported Wine & Beer to go
Free delivery on all orders
over $5.

872-7767
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FACULTY MEETINGS
'72 Deb Christensen - English
•72 Dash Crlgler - Econ.
'72 Liz Ross - Govt.
¦73 Gary Curtis - Philos.
'73 Charlie Hogan - Govt
'73 Bonnie Nlelson - Chem
'73 Joe Garcelo n
EDUCATIONAL POLICY
•72 Ellen Kinn ey - Gove
'72 - Peter Vose - English
'74 Pat Lynch - Sociolog y
EXAMS & SCHEDULING
'72 Sherman Bowie - Histor y
'74 Sue Ullngworth - Math

' 11A. M. -IA. M . da ily .

STARTS TODAY 7:30
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ADMINIST RATIVE
•72 Patri cia Whitne y - English
'72 Don Bo rman • Econo mics
'74 Dave Roulst on - Govt.
ADMISSIO NS
" '72 Liz Ross - Govt.
'73 Wayne Brown - Amer. Studies
•75 Hank Goldman - Sciences
SUB-COMMIT TEE ON FOREIGN STUDENTS
'73 Francis Dunn - Physics
•74 Rob in Mycock - Economics
•75 Sim Chan • Bio/Chem.
'75 Hal Marden - Biolo gy
A.F.R.O.T. C
•7 3 Peter Rlnaldl • Eng/ Hlstory
•74 Jod y St. Hllalre - Govt.
'7 4 Greg Smith • Phys
•75 Hal Kni ght - English
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ARCHITECT URAL
•7 2 Dean Ridley - Math /Econ.
'73 Tim Qulnn - English
•74 Jud y Everton • Soci ology
LIBRARY
'7 2 Ann Bonn er - French
•72 Pau l Elliot ¦ Math/Physics
•73 Gall An drews - Frenc h/Eng.
•75 Carol Mclntyre - Soci ology
•7 5 Evan Snu goen ¦ Env. Studies
RIGHTS & RULES
'72 Mar y Looko - Math/A dm. Sol
- Histor y
'7 2 Sally Cheston
•73 Bob Lovino ¦
•7 3 Becky Ross • English
'74 Peter Amato •
•74 Bonnie Nollson - Chem
•74 Becky Littleton ¦ English
¦ Biology
'7 5 Michael Lynos

JERRy LEWIS «*^PL
I
CINEMA
-^Hl£a^^l^!
iL I
UPPER MAIN STREET
1
Opp, Elm Plaza Shopping Cento
Tel. 872-885* I

"Celibacy does not suit a university.
It must mate itself with action/'
ALFRED NORTH W HITEHEAD

F I N A N C I A L AI D
'7 2 Bobbie Gervals - Soci ology
•72 Ron Lebell - Govt.
•74 Lynne MolKIrk - Am or. Studies
¦ Econ.
'74 Mallnda Solb y
ATHLETI C S
'72 Jim Colbum - Am or. Studios
'73 Malcolm Perkin s • Adm. Scl.
•73 Al Blank er ¦ Govt.
•74 Anno Richards • Biol o gy
•75 Dou g Windsor - English
BOOKSTORE
'72 Kath y Lowo - French
'7 3 Gary Lawless • Japanese
•73 Kris Mattom - Biolo gy
CAMPUS NATU RAL ENVIRONMENT
•74 Jacki e Olivet - Govt.
'74 Karon Wontmor o - Env. Stu dios

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
*72 Bill Reuhana - Eng/Govt
•74 Jeff Hancock - Env. Studie s
•74 Carol Smart - German

•74 Victor Christense n - Philos ophy

STANDING
'72 Stev e Rappaport - Govt
'74 Martha Berna rd - English
FINANCIAL PRIORITIES
'72 Bill Alfond - Adm. Sci.
•73 Rick Gawt hrop - History
'73 Dave Swardllck • Eng/Art
FRESHMEN WEEK
•73 Janet Perethian - English
'74 Libby Cory don - Amer. Stu.
•75 Paul Cast o - Undecided
'75 Stephanie Maull • Mod. For. Langs
•75 Mchael Hanf - History
•75 Sue Hoplay ¦ Undecided
COLLEGE TEACHING
•72 Pat Duddy - English
Law and Govt Service
. '72 Ron Lebel - Govt.
Medicine & Denlst ry
'7 3 Karen Wlntrlngham

- Blo/Ger

Secondary School Teaching
'72 Janet Shreve • English

Theology

'74 Reginald Blaxton ¦ Phllo /Rel.

FOREIGN STUDIES
PROGRAMS
•72 George Roun dy • English
'74 Mary Anne sartucci - Soc.
'74 Bruce Drouln - Am. Studios
'7 5 Susa n Staples ¦ Span/Eng.
HONORARY DEGREES
'72 Sharon Wit ham - English
•72 Betsy Shore r ¦ Music
T R U STEE COMMITTEE S
STUDENT AFFAIRS
'73 Mat t Powe ll - Sociology
'74 Peter Amato - Psycho logy
PLAN NIN G
'72 Mike Stretz • Govt.
•7 2 Bill Alfond - Adm. Scl
'72 Stove Ra] papor t - Govt.
EPC of
•72
•72
'73

tho Board
Pat Duddy - English
BUI Rouhana - Eng/Gov t
Rick Gawthro p - Histo ry

EQ UAL OPP O R T U N I T I E S
'7 2 Mlko Szcstak - Englis h
•73 Wayne Brow n ¦ Amor. Stud ios
'73 Davo DoLon g - Engl ish
BU I L DI N G AND GR OUNDS
•7 3 Joo Garco lon - Biology
SENI O R SCH OLARS
Kus Tho mpson
Ellen Muzz y
SAFETY
Yvan Dupu y
Libb y P iper
Penn y Floyd
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lights
"This is the culmination of aspirations and
ambitions over a period of years" (Vice President Williams)
For several years now memos have been
passing from various committees and departments to the adminsitration: the subject Lighting on campus. Imporved lighting on
campus has been one of the main topics being considered by B & G , the Safety Committee and the Architecture Committee in conjunction with the administration. With the installation of these lights, it is hoped that there
will be a greater degree of safety on campus,
thus reducing situations in which students are
molested, thefts occur and property is damaged. Though kept quiet for the protection
of the individual, offences of this type have ,
been occuring with alarming regularity. However unglamorous they may seem , these
lights were thought necessary by the student ,
faculty, and administrative members of the
committees involved. These committees
studied every aspect of the lighting question
including locations , types, style and finances.
The final decision was as follows:
Within the course of several years , between 100 and 115 mercury vapour lights vv?
will be installed all over the campus roads
and pathways. Because of the lack of town
lighting on the main road in front of FossWoodman , this has been given first priority.
The lights along the roads and in parking
lots will be 18 feet high with 400 watt, cool
white, mercury vapour illumination , where
those on the interior , along sidewalks, will
be only 12 feet and 100 watts , The mercury
vapour was chosen for economic reasons. It
is only half as expensive to operate mercury
vapour as incandescent lighting. The operation is costing $20 ,000.- this year for the
two sections that are being done and $10 ,000
each year hereafter until the project is
complete.

In response to the increasing difficulty
in affording automobile maintanance , several
people in the Waterville-Augusta area have
expressed a desire to set up a garage cooperative . The type of co-op being considered
would provide a local workshop, furnished
with the essential tools for general maintenance , and an experienced mechanic to instruct , assist and take over when a jo b gets
beyond the comprehension of the novice.
It should be emphasized that basic to
the co-op's philosophy is learning. Car owners
pay outrageous prices again and again for
simple maintenance operations which could
easily be learned by anyone.
A very qualified mechanic has offere d
to meet with members of the Waterville
Community to further explore the possibility
of establishing a co-op in the area.
The xnmeeting will be held on Tuesday,
Oct. 26 , 7:00 p.m., at 12 Park Street. (The
big yellow house). Colby students are invited to attend.
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Fish Chowder , Meatloaf
W I N E , BEE R , S A N D W I C H E S
M O N D A Y TO S A T U R D AY

11:00 a. m. - 1:00 a .m .
T H E CONCOURS E
B A S E M E N T BEAUTY
SA LON

^

The Photography and Graphics Coop of
Mandala Community Workshop is having its
first organizational meeting this Monday
night (Oct 25) at 7:00; If photography is
what you're into but find prices of film ,
paper and chemicals discouraging, the Coop
should be exactly what you are looking for.
By buying in bulk and as an established
photographers union , the Coop is entitled
to enormous discounts which should cut
supply costs by over half. In addition there
are channels already established by which
members are entitled to exhibit their photos
both around Main e and out of state. A
small gallery is being built in the workshop
so as to exhibit you work locally. Any
member of the Coop is also entitled to
unlimited use of the newly built darkroom
as well as participating in periodical workshops on specialized aspects of photography.
The potential of the Coopera tive is limited
only by the amount of support it receives
fro m the community. Even if only mildly. .
interested , Mandala hopes that you will stop
by the workshop Monday night.

The most
Meanin gful Semester
you'll ever spend...
could be the one on
World Campus Afloat
Sailing Fob. 1972 to Africa and the Ori ent
Through a transfer format , more than 5,000
students from 450 cam puses have participated
for a semester in th is unique program in international education.
WCA will broa den your horizons , literally and
figurativel y . . . and give you a better chance to
make it—meanin gfully—in this changin g world .
You 'll study at sea wi th an experience d cosmopolitan facul ty, and then duiin g port stops
you 'll study the world itself , You 'll discover that
no matter how foreign and far-awa y, you have a
lot in comm on with people of other lands.
WCA isn 't as expensive as you might think;
we 've done our best to bring it within reach of
most college students. Write to day for free
details.
TEACHERS: Summer travel with credit for teachers and adminis trators ,
_J -- I_ HJH|_ Write Today to:
y ^ f£&\ Chapman Colle ge ,
^SggSP Box CC26 , Orange , California 92BBB

STUDENT GOVERNMENT BUDGET
ORGA NIZATION

REQUESTED

RECOMMENDATION

Class of 1972
Colby ECHO
Colby ORACLE
Big Brother-Big Sister
Canterbury Club
Christian Science Org.
Hillel
Christian Fellowship
Powder and Wig
WMH B
Basketball Cheerleaders
Football Cheerleaders
Pequod
International Relations
Colby Outing Club
C.O.C. Environmental Council
Dark Room Associates
Student Arts Festival
Film Direction
Dance Club
Newman Club
Pre-Med Society

1,100.
7,800
7,750
767
70
82.50
394
400
4560
6033.45
200
120.50
2070
300
541
437
550
3750
500
275
200
549

1.00
7,800
7 ,750
75
60
25
350
260
2200
4900
163.50
62.00
2030
160
541
300
265
2000
500
250
200
100

Organization Allocation

38 ,449.45

30,991.50

Operating budgets:
Academic Life
Social Life
Student Government

6000
6000
10,941.86

22 ,941.86

Expenses already incurred:
Deficit from last year
Misc. and Student Handbook

4667.55
1399.09

6,066.64

TOTAL BUD G ET

60,000

GREA T BEER

colb y
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BANCROFT SQUASH RA CKETS
$12. 95
Winner
WHY PAY MORE ?
Streamliner $10.95
BUY AT YOUR STORE .
Court King

$9. 75 COME IN AND SEE THE NEW

Balls: Singles & doubles $1
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count, and then , everything fell
line with the wing and inside switch
' apart for the Mules. The Maine
ing positions. It is a very simple
right wing Holman scored twice
play 'which, when performed proin the second overtime period to
perly , can cause any defense (Branput the game way out of reach.
deis will verify this fact for those
The game was a lot closer than who may doubt) much confusion.
five td's to 5 different receivers.
the 5-2 score would seem to indieslte - Ken Hardigan , coming of f a
by Bob Diamond
Prediction: Indies II will win it's
Shots were: 9 for Colby and 1.6 fo r icnee injury, brock scoring ice at
last two games and take the
LCA, on the strength of their
U. Maine. Saves were 12 for Rich- 27:21 with Terry Reilly assisting.
victory
over
Indies
second paly off spot in division A.
crushing
40-18
Bob McGurn
- „
ardson of Colby, 9 for Thodol of
Bradeis began coming back in the
Maine.
Robbie
Burgess
had
a
good
itself
of
a
assured
In probably the biggest game of
II, has virtually
third period as their left inside
Coming off a 6-1 victory over
day
at
fullback
for
the
Mules
as
and
the
season, TDP downed DU 37-2 1
playoff
spot
in
Division
A,
Fobia scored on a booming shot
Hebron Academy, JV soccer was
Bagley
did
a
much
improved
Andy
"
'
Divisional
title.
in
what
was a much closer game
•
most
likely
the
from the left side at 37:30. The
stalled by the University of Maien.
Colby
defense
was
caught
flat
about
to
than
the
score would indicate. Tau
scramble
game
came
There
is
a
mad
The first score of the
As for the varsity.....
once again with no diagonal depth unfold , however, for the second
Delt opened the scoring on a quick
at 10: 00 when a Colby fullback
After a two ^week. lay-off , the
put the ball into his own nets dur- varsity was very eager to take the as Lewkowicz the inside right
playoff spot, as Indies I, Indies II, pass from Fornier to Ned Can, but
scored at 45:25 with Fobia assist- KDR and Woodman are all tied
ing a mix-up in front of the goal. field against Brandeis University.
DU came right back with scores by
uig. It was a 3-2 ballgame now , but
A second Main e score came at
Coach Scholz.tried a 4-3-3 for- .
Sanborn and Glass, both on passand
each
with
with
2-2
marks,
the Mules picked up the momenmation against the Judges and it
28:40 on a penalty kick by Carr
es from Millan, to make the score
two games remaining. In LCA's
the Center halfback. Down at half- paid off ("What did Marie Antoin- tum again when Hardigan scored
14-6. Each team scored once more
defense
win
over
Indies
II
their
time by two undeserved goals, the ette say anyway?"). The Mules on his second goal from the fight side
in
the half , and DU led 21-19 at
up
setting
superb
,
once
again
was
at
56:03
with
Frisbie
assisting.
controlle d the game from the begColby JV's fired to come back .
the midway point. Tau Delt scored
The clincher came at .74:11 when
three of their scores, and Spike
inning in what was, by far , their
They had been playing Maine'sleft wing Peter Kraft , assisted by
LaPenna had little trouble moving the first time they had the ball in
kick-and-run style of play but came most impressive effort thus far ,
Hardigan
flipped
the
ball
over
the
,
game
the 2nd half to take the lead 25-19
short-pass
Co-captain
Bruce
Frisbie
started
out with their own
the ball on an injury-riddled Inoff the scoring for Colby by scor- Brandeis goalie's shoulder to score. dies II team. ATO, who had lost
DU's offense couldn't move, and
in' the third quarter. At 33:00,
Coach Scholz ran two forward
inside Terry Reilly blasted a shot ing on a direct kick awarded when
their
defense was having trouble
games
by
a
total
of
it's first 3
lines alternately during the game.
off the crossbar. Right Wing John the Brandeis goalie handled the
picking up the halfback , as Sterlthings
got
finally
only
11
points
The fact that the second line scorHarris crossed the rebound to Greg ' ball outside the penalty area at
ing Williams slipped into the end
together in their 26-0 win over
21:20. At 22:27 , Peter Kraft hit
ed four of the five goals indicates
Downs who put the ball in from
zone clear for TD's twice in the
Joh
Dowling
threw
Woodman.
the offense's depth. The defense,
the left side for the score. At 34:30 the post with a head-shot. In the
fourth period to break open the
for
two
ran
two
TD
passes
and
Paul Pape made it a brand new ball ensuing mix-up in front of the
though they made a few mistakes
game.
In their next game TDP beat
ATO's
for
all
of
accounting
more,
played
well
on
the
game as he switched from his right Brandeis goal, left-inside Arnie
positioning,
in
DKE in a very physical game 42-8.
half position to wing and banged a Neustatter, on a gutsy play, stom- whole. Special notice should go to points. Woodman 's defense was
DKE bounced back to beat PLP
curving shot over the Maine goal- ached the ball into the nets..
Chris Germer who, in his first var- much stiffer .in it's next game,
sity start , turned in a fine effort at giving up two first half TD's to
keeper's head for the tieing score. (Arrrggghhhhh!!!!)
13-8, counting mainly on the sweep
halfback. Colby had 19 shots to
Maine was awarded a penalty
The offense was working well,
Indies I and then shutting them of to supply their offense. PDT won
kick on a jumping in call as the
playing an effective short-pass
9 for Brandeis. Saves were: 9 for
Woodman QB Neuman threw for it's fourth straight game 32-6 over
Serdjenian , 10 for Fastow. The
game went into a second tie-break- game. The key to the attack was
Zete. PDT was ahead only 6-0 at
two scores in the second half as
ing over time period. Carr made it a wing to inside pass down the side- 5-2 win puts the varsity at 2-2.
halftime but cam back with 26
they pulled to within 3 points,
points in the second half , Steve
15-12. Then the Woodman de's
in
the
Higgins catching two more TD passsafety
fense scored two
es. Jerry Connally played another
fourth quarter to squeeze out a
- and the period ended with Colby points on the scoreboard in his
16-15 win. KDR won it's second strong.game at safety. TDP is now
- in the driver 's seat by that slim
first starting assignment. It is
straight game after dropping it 's 4-0, while PDT is 4-1 and DU is 3-1.
tough for a quarterback to step in- first two, with a 31-6 victory over This week should tell the story as
_ margin.
In the second quarter Lane
to a starting role when he has seen Pepper. Doug McMillan was the
PDT plays both Phi Delt and Du
brightened Colby 's hopes for vic- only spot duty in the past. It is
difference in this one, as he threw as Div. B action closes out.
tory when he booted a field goal equally as tough for an offensive
to boost The lead to four points, unit to adjust to a new quarterback,
Credit must be paid to the off10-6.
ensive
line for an outstanding efSaul Wiesenthal , the Bantam
fort
in
protecting Donny from the
quarterback , had different ideas
Trinity pass rush. Colby 's quarterfor the Mules, so he launched an
back was not dropped for any lossaerial attack which bombarded
es
during the game.
by Mike Szostak
the Colby secondary with consisNow that the season has reached
The new season is well underway after its initial exciting
While Roberto Clemente and
tently pinpoint passes. From the
the half-way mark and Colby sports
kickoff
.
the Pittsburgh Pirates were trying
Colby 10 he spotted Whitey Cook a dismal 1-3 record , what lies aScouts
and forecasters having previewed "Faces and
to steal the World Series from
and tossed a 10 yard scoring strike head for the Mules?
Places"
predicted
a great new Dana team backed up by the
Tomorrow Colby journeys to
Baltimore last Saturday , Coach
Keith' s conversion regained the
old
experiences
veterans.
Bowdoin.
The
battle
Brunswick
to
Dick McGee and his Mules were
lead for Trinity 13-10.
Polar Bears are also 1-3. Their
Meanwhile the opposing rookie men's team drafted
geared for some piracy of their
Colby 's offense sputtered , and
humlatest
decision
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Student Government concluded the last of its routine business, the election of
students to collage committees, representatives to faculty meetings and recommendations to Pres. Strider of students for trustee committees, on Monday
night. Ther e was considerable debate as to whether or riot nominations from the
floor would be allowed. A motion was made and passed allowing floor nominations , but for the most part, Stu G stuck to the recommendations made by the
academic life committee.
Vice Pres, Dashiell Crigler announced the forming of the Open Door policy committee and is looking for volunteers . The purpose of the Open Door Fu-ic? , as
you may or may not know (if you don 't , you should) is to recruit minority students
to come to Colby. If you would like to see Col'->y get out of its white middle-class
fa '-'asy world and develop a more representative cross-section of the "real world"
(which, one tends to forget at Colby, consists of more than Maine, Long Island
and the Boston suburbs), contact Dash as soon as possible.
Dash, reporting for ailing Treas. Bill Mayaka, announced the new members of
the treasurers com mittee for the coming year. They are Ellen Kinney, Alan Blank
er, Bill Rouhana and Sue Hopley.
Academic Life committee chairman Anne O'Hanian asked Stu-G to decide whether
o c not her committee should sponsor a second semes ter lecture series. Student
government voted for the continuation of the series , and it v/as decided that anyone
interested in bringing other speakers and academic prtograms to the campus
should s ;bmit his request to the treasurer 's committee.
Anne also announced that the EPC sub-committee had been •. nable to come to a
decision regarding the revision of graduation requirements and was submitti::^
six proposals to the main body of EPC for deliberation. The proposals included
remaining at the present 105 hours, increasing to 120 as bexbre, and several
"package " deals with various combinations of credit hours, pass/fail courses and
independent study. Anne said that she did not expect EPC to come to a decision
for several weeks.
Rick Bawthrop and Pat Lynch are headin g this year 's course critique and need
volunteers. The critique is for the benefit of students and faculty alike in that it
is an evaluation by the student b ody of the various courses offered at Colby.
Rick, a member, of the administrative committee, presented two constitutions
to be approved by Stu-G. The first was for Ergo, an on-going literary magazine to
be published monthly. Ed Kemp and Dana Wildes , representing the magazine, said
that they hoped to be self-sufficient after the publication if the first few issues.
They have organized a regular staff of contributors and will be accepting origanal poetry, fiction, essays and artwork from anyone in the Colbly community. Theii
aim is to develop into a regular college review that goes beyond anythf r.g that is
presently in print at Colby. The constitution was approved.
Th e second constitution was for the Student Organization for Black Unity, or
SOBU". SOBU has been in unofficial existenc e for over a year and has a.l ready bee.n
recognized as a regular campus organization. There was some discussion as to
whether or not the wording was too vague regarding membership. However,
there was no clause actually restricting membership, and the constitution was
subsequently approved.
There will be atrustee meeting at Colby on October 29. Students interested in
meeting with ',he trustees over lunch should contac t Charlie Hogan for details.
Pres. Strider will be present at next Monday 's Stu-G meeting to answer
questions, so be there if you 're interested. The meeting will be at 7 O' clock.
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Having a 20th birth day ? The Publickan
will suppl y the Cake ! Surprise a friend
Call Matt at ext. 573 for details.

Greyhound Lines call 872-5000
Stadium Express
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$10. 35 one-way
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New Eng land Music Co. of ' Portland
WE ARE NOW OPEN
aM 45A Main St., Waterville
WE

ARE MAINE'S LEADING HIGH FIDELITY
DEALER AND ARE REPS. FOR SUCH FINE

COMPONENT MANUFAC TURER S AS:

• KLH
• Advent
© Shure

• Dual
• TDK

• AR, Inc.
• Wollen sak

• BASF
• Thor ens

© Scott

• Dyna
• Sherwood

I

• Mcintosh
• Sansui

• Garrard
• Sony

• TEAC
• AKG
Monda y- Saturda y 10-5
Except Friday 10- 9
For the best in sound , come in and see us,
T45A Mai n St., .Waterville — Tel. 872-5754
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Music Center
Exeryt h ing In Mus ic.

74 MAIN STREET

WATERVILLE

/

8?? .562?

99 Main St.

MAINE

§ .

On The Concourse and Main Street

FIRST

MAINE .

At tho Holiday Inn, Auburn (by exit 12 of the Maine Turnpike)
QUALITY STEREO COMPONENTS FROM INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN AUDIO MANUFACTUBERS SHOWN AND DEMONSTRATED BY THEIR OWN REPRESENTATIVES
AND EXPERT TECHNICIANS,Including....,,.

Saturday
and Sunday

Jnmos B, Lansing Sound (JBL)
TantJberg
Mcintosh
Pioneer
Dual
Sony
Row>x
Acoustic Rasoarch(AR)
PE
H. H.scott , ,
Timrons
Qtliafs

AUDIO

October
¦ 30 and 31
>.-m 1n,nn An/,
rrom IU.UU MIVI ,
Both Days

E XP O S I T I O N

Your host for tho oudlo exposition will bo Stromboli Entorprlsos of Lowiston. Refreshments.
ADMISSION FREE
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